Dolly the sheep, which bring about great changes in the scientific sector and have enormous spin-offs for all people, non-scientists must be informed about the results of our research. In these cases communication is fundamental, and we must learn how to do it. What we want to do with our initiatives is to improve the spread of scientific understanding, but these activities are only secondary compared to research: others should be doing the spreading." Zuccotti has journalists in mind, who above all "must be able to follow and critically discuss the research that is carried out". Though he eventually hopes that "the public, in turn, will acquire basic scientific knowledge which will allow them to follow the researcher and his/her job." This request to be publicly recognisable is shared by Roberto Defez, a microbiologist at the CNR, Naples and promoter of the Manifesto (appendix 1), who believes that "to be visible for citizens we need access to the media. This access is notoriously reserved to politicians, which means that to gain access we must first and foremost prove that we are alive. However, Marco Padula, one of the organizers, said that it is "important to notice that to express the discontent of the category new communicative strategies are being attempted, basic forms that can address a vast public". Marco Scodeggio, another of the researchers of the CNR, Milan who promoted the requiem, believes that "the purpose of the demonstration was to address the general public by resorting to something singular enough to obtain coverage by newspapers and television." 
